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SUPERCONFORMALL  FIEL D 

THEORIE S S 

Wheree chapter 2 deals with different views of geometric objects, in the sense of different 
descriptions,, the present chapter could be said to deal with a different kind of geometry 
altogether.. The way that strings probe their ambient space cannot be described simply 
byy 'ordinary' geometry. An intuitively clear reason for this, is that strings are extended 
objects.. The basic tool in the description of string theory in a perturbative formulation,, is the 
worldsheett conformal field theory. One important observation regarding 'string geometry' 
thatt can be made using worldsheet eft, is that some backgrounds that look different from the 
pointt of view of 'ordinary' geometry, are indistinguishable for strings. 

Beforee dealing with such issues in chapter 4, here we present aspects and formulations 
off  two dimensional quantum field theories, which appear as worldsheet models in string 
theory.. Some have a quite direct 'ordinary geometric' target space interpretation: think 
off  sigma models when a' —  0, for instance. Others may have a somewhat 'fuzzy' target 
spacee interpretation, like general WZW models, for example. Also, there are abstractly con-
structedd conformal field theories which at best have an indirect target space interpretation. 
Thee kinds of these which we wil l be concerned with most, are Landau-Ginzburg models 
andd more generally, conformal field theories which are defined as the low energy endpoint 
off  the renormalization group flow of non-conformal 'ultraviolet' field theories. 

Thee various models are important for us, not so much each in their own right, but be-
causee there exist remarkably useful interconnections, and strong evidence even for equiva-
lencess between different formulations of some conformal models. These equivalences are 
putt to use in chapter 4. 

Thee worldsheet conformal field theory corresponding to a generic Type II string back-
groundd is M = (1,1) superconformal field theory. More specifically, a background that is 
aa vacuum preserving some spacetime supersymmetry is described by a worldsheet theory 
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ChapterChapter 3 -M = (2,2) Supersymmetry 

withh more (super-) symmetry. In the cases of interest to us, 'compactifications' on Calabi-
Yauu cones, the worldsheet theories have M — (2,2) superconformal symmetry. A number 
off  different constructions to obtain such theories are reviewed, such as Landau-Ginzburg 
effectivee field theories and coset models. Even though such conformal field theories have 
noo direct geometric interpretation as sigma models, in some cases they can be related to 
sigmaa models in various ways. Often, the theory is a marginal deformation of one with a 
geometricc interpretation. 

Differentt objects in this chapter which play a role in the construction of 'non-geometric' 
conformall  field theories show intriguing resemblances to the objects in the differential and 
algebraicc geometric constructions of chapter 2. 

3.11 j\f = (2,2) SUPERSYMMETRY 

Thiss section serves to set notation regarding jV = (2,2) supersymmetry, superfields and 
R-chargess which appear in later discussions. 

MM = (2,2) superspace has bosonic coordinates x  = x°  x1 and fermionic coor-
dinatess #*  and $ . The spacetime signature is Minkowski. The 6 are seen as complex 
conjugatess to 9 . Write  for d/dx . Differential operators generating supersymmetry 
transformationss on superspace are 

QQ

Q

Thee operators 

commutee with the Q , Q and generate supersymmetry transformations on superfields, 
whichh are functions on superspace. The superfields can be expanded as a finite sum of 
monomialss in the fermionic coordinates, due to their anticommuting nature. The non-zero 
anticommutatorss are 

{Q{Q ,Q,Q }}  =

 = +2id . 

Soo supersymmetry transformations square to Lorentz transformations. 

++  iÖ d , 
dede

dt dt 
i9i9

99 - * * * , , 

d d 

dd' dd' 
++ i6
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Thee supersymmetry algebra has a vector and an axial f/(l ) R-symmetry. On the fermi-
onicc coordinates and on general superfields with vector (axial) charge q y (£4) these sym-
metriess act as 

eeiaFviaFv : T(x ,e ,ë ) - eiaqvJ'(x ,e'ia9 ,e+ia9 )1 

eei0FAi0FA : T(x ,9 ,0 ) -> e ^ ^ . e ^ V ^ ) . 

Chirall  superfields obey  = 0. The conjugate field $ is an antichiral superfield and 
iss annihilated by  A twisted chiral superfield satisfies D+Y = 0 = DJY and its 
conjugatee is twisted antichiral and annihilated by D _ and D+. Due to the linearity of the 
differentiall  operators, the product of two chiral superfields is a chiral superfield. Similar 
statementss hold for twisted chirals and the conjugate fields. The notions 'untwisted' and 
'twisted'' are interchanged as the notions of vector and axial U(l) rotations are interchanged. 
Suchh a change corresponds to an outer automorphism of the supersymmetry algebra that 
interchangess the generators 

FFVV*->F*->F A A 

__ (3.1) 

Inn a quantum theory the conserved charges become operators. Their commutation relations 
followw from the classical commutation relations of the symmetry generators. However, it is 
possiblee to have central charges in the anticommutation relations 

{Q-,Q{Q-,Q++ }}  = Z. 

Thesee central charges break some of the R-symmetry. If the vector symmetry is conserved, 
ZZ must vanish and Z = 0 if FA is conserved. The automorphism (3.1) also exchanges Z 
andZ. . 

Usingg superfields it is straightforward to write down Lagrangians which are invariant 
underr supersymmetric transformations. The general D-term 

ƒƒ d2x f d2<9 ƒ d2ÖK{Ti) (3.2) 

iss invariant when Jf is a function of general superfields Ti. More specifically, one can con-
structt a nonlinear sigma model, taking chiral and antichiral superfields as holomorphic and 
antiholomorphicc coordinates on a Kahler manifold M, and K($ i, $i) a Kahler potential on 
MM which defines a positive definite Kahler metric 

gg{{ jj  = didjK(zm,~zn). 

Insteadd of only chiral fields, one could equivalently have taken only twisted chirals, 
usingg the automorphism of the algebra. When K is a real valued function of both chirals $ i 
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andd twisted chirals Ya with bottom component fields the bosons <f>i  and ya respectively, the 
purelyy bosonic term in the Lagrangian reads [48] 

r^-d^fcd^jr^-d^fcd^j - — dtiyad^yb 

+e e 
rr d2K „ , „ d2K 

flU flU ddlili (f)id(f)idl/l/yyaa + -=——dM<^d„ya 
d$idYd$idYaa  "°a d*idYa 

(3.3) ) 

Thee derivatives of K in the top line are interpreted as a sigma model metric on a target space 
onn which the 0's and y's are coordinates. If there are either no chirals or no twisted chirals, 
thee metric is a Kahler metric and the second line in (3.3) equals zero. If K depends on both 
chirall  and twisted chiral superfields, the derivatives of K together with e M„  behave as an 
antisymmetricc tensor background on the target space. 

Inn addition to a D-term it is possible to have an F-term, 

ƒ*,ƒ ƒ dd220W($i)0W($i) + c.c. 

wheree W is a holomorphic function of the chiral superfields and c.c. stands for the complex 
conjugatee function (of the antichiral fields). Similarly it is possible to add a twisted F-term, 

j*,j j*,j d9d9 dB+W(Yi) + c.c. 

Iff  we are considering a sigma model on a Kahler manifold coordinatized by chiral super-
fieldsfields $>i, then W($i) is a holomorphic function on the Kahler manifold. 

Thesee various terms in a possible action are invariant under transformations generated 
byy the four supersymmetry generators, but they are not all invariant under both F y and FA-
Furthermore,, even if Fy or FA is a symmetry of the classical theory, it may be anomalous 
inn the quantum theory. 

Firstt consider the symmetries at the classical level. The measure d40 of the D-term is by 
itselff  invariant under both Fy and FA- If the Kahler potential of a nonlinear sigma model 
dependss on the chiral superfields only through the combination $ $, then it is invariant for 
anyy values of qy and qA of the chiral superfields. The measure of the F-term, d9+d6~ is 
invariantt under FA, and has vector charge —2. Choosing qA = 0 for all chiral superfields in 
thee F-term makes it FA -invariant. If the superpotential is a weighted homogeneous function 
off  the chiral superfields, it is possible to assign a definite vector charge to it, which compen-
satess the transformation of the chiral measure if the qy of the chiral superfields are chosen 
properly: : 

W ( A ^ 1 * i J . . . , A ^ * n )) = A 2W ( $ i , . . . , * n ) . 

AA similar argument holds for the twisted F-term, exchanging vector and axial symmetries. 
Quantummechanicallyy the symmetries may be anomalous. For models based on chiral 

superfieldss only, sigma models on a Kahler space, possibly with a superpotential that is a 
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holomorphicc function on the target space, the following statement holds. A model based 
onlyy on chiral superfields cannot have an anomaly of Fy, but it turns out that the D-term 
cann have a FA anomaly, see e.g. [18]. This anomaly is proportional to the first Chern class 
off  the target space. So a nonlinear sigma model with a Calabi-Yau target space has both 
FyFy and FA symmetry, and the addition of a superpotential that is a weighted homogeneous 
functionn on the Calabi-Yau preserves both Fy and FA-

InIn addition to the models discussed above, an important role is played by gauged linear 
sigmaa models, see for example [18] . The sigma model on Cm is invariant under linear 
shiftss of coordinates on Cm , $*, which are chiral superfields in the sigma model. Also, it is 
invariantt under rigid phase shifts $k —  e27Ttak$k- To construct a model which is invariant 
underr superspace dependent phase transformations of the chiral superfields, 

* f c(a: l ö )) - e - ^ ' ^ f c f c O ^ O» (3-4) 

parametrizedd by the chiral superfield A, the kinetic term for the chiral superfields must be 
changed,, from Lkin = ƒ d40$ i$i + . .. + $ m $ m to 

/

m m 

d40£*fce*fcV* fc,, (3.5) 
k=l k=l 

wheree V is a vector superfield. It is a real superfield, V — V, taking values in £7(1), or 
moree generally, in U(l)r, with r <m. The gauge group index will be suppressed for now. 
Inn order to compensate for the gauge transformations (3.4), the vector superfield transforms 
as s 

VV ^V + i{A~A). (3.6) 

Too the vector superfield corresponds a field strength superfield which can be written as 

VV = D+D-V. (3.7) 

Thee field E is a twisted chiral superfield. It can be used to construct a gauge kinetic term in 
thee Lagrangian, 

LLgau9gau9ee = J d40^EE. (3.8) 

Givenn the naturally appearing twisted chiral field E, the field strength for a (7(1) gauge 
field,, one can add a twisted F-term to the Lagrangian, 

'FI 'FI ==  ~ (-t fdd+dO E J +C.C. , (3.9) 

wheree the constant t = r—i9 contains the theta angle 9 and the Fayet-Iliopoulos parameter r. 
Thee Fayet-Iliopoulos parameter plays a central röle in connecting different conformal field 
theoriess via the gauged linear sigma model [18] as is discussed in section 3.3.2. This twisted 
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F-termm is Fy -invariant choosing qy = 0 for E and, as it is linear in E it is classically also 
FAFA invariant if the axial charge of E is taken to be q A = 2. A linear twisted superpotential 
iss the only kind compatible with axial R-symmetry. In general it is possible to have a more 
generall  twisted superpotential, say, generated as a quantum effective superpotential, but it 
wil ll  break (part of) the FA symmetry. In addition it is possible to add an F-term using the 
$fc,, as long as the superpotential is gauge invariant. 

Thee total gauge invariant Lagrangian thus consists of four terms. The D-terms L kin and 
Lgauge,Lgauge, both kinetic terms, 

/ / 

mm T -. 

d40£$ie«i°V -$fc++ Y. J^—SaEb, (3.10) 
k=\k=\ a, 6=1 6(a,6) 

thee Fayet-Iliopoulos (and #-angle) term L FI 

-- / d#+d0 Y. -£ Ea + c-c-' <3-n) 
22 J a=l 

whichh is a twisted F-term, and possibly a gauge invariant F-term L w 

d6d6++ d9-W{$d9-W{$kk)) + c.c. (3.12) 
/

Writtenn out in components the superfields are 

$$ = 0 + e+ip+ + e~^- + 0+0-F 

vv = e-T{v0 - vi) +e+e+ - e-0+a - G+TÜ 

++  ie-e+(ö~\~+ö+\+) + $+ 'ö~{o-\- + o+\+) (3.i3) 

++ G-B+Ö+TD 

EE = a + i0+A+ - iFA_ + 0+0" (£> - ivoi). 

Wheree v§\ = doV\ — 0\VQ is the gauge field strength. The component fields of a chiral 
(twistedd chiral) superfield depend only on the combinations of superspace coordinates x  — 
i0i0 00 (x  ^9^9 ). Using the convariant derivative D  ̂ = <9M + iv^, the various terms in 
thee Lagrangian can be expressed as 

ddAAG$eG$eqVqVÖ>=Ö>=  -D^DpQ 

++  D\4>\2 + \F\2-\a\2\4>\2 
/

++ i [i^{\+^-  - \-ip+) + (PW+X- - VLA+)] , 
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and d 

^^ ƒ d40E£ = i [ - c ^ M <r + ^ + D2]  + ^ [A_Ö+A_ + A+ - <9_A+] , (3.15) 

and d 

dd229-ti:)+c.c.9-ti:)+c.c. =-rD + Ovoi- (3.16) 
! ( /

Thee potential energy for the scalar component fields is found to be [18] 

UU = I ^ I W + ^ (« fW - r.) (ft««|A|'  - rt) + £) |f£|>. (3.17) tt  = l 

Heree f̂c are scalar components of the chiral superfields and aa are scalar components of the 
twistedd chiral field strengths and (e(a,b))2 is the inverse of the coupling matrix, for a £7(1)r 

gaugee group, appearing in (3.10). 

3.22 GENERALITIE S OF 

A/**  = (2,2) SUPERCONFORMAL THEORIE S 

Thee symmetry algebra common to most of the models discussed in this chapter is the N = 2 
superconformall  algebra, or more accurately, a holomorphic and an antiholomorphic copy of 
thiss algebra. The A/" = 2 superconformal algebra contains the Virasoro algebra, two sets of 
fermionicc partners to the Virasoro generators and generators of a U(l) R-symmetry which 
rotatess the two sets of fermionic generators. The nonzero (anti-) commutation relations are 
thee following: 

[L[L mm,, Ln]  = (m - n)Lm+n + -m(m2 - l)<Sm+n,o 

[J[Jmm,J,Jnn\\ = COm+nfi 

lLlL mm,GÏ,GÏ  ( 3 1 8) 

{G+ + a,G~_a}}  = 2Lm+n + {m-n + 2a)Jm+n + c ((m + a)2 - - j <5m+n,o 

Notee that (G  )f = Glm and c = c/3. 
Thee parameter 0 < a < 1 determines the boundary conditions of the fermionic currents, 

GG {e{e2iri2iri z)z) = -e^27TiaG {z), (3.19) 
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soo in fact there is a family of N — 2 superconformal algebras, including the Ramond 
(integrall  moding) and Neveu-Schwarz (half-integral moding) cases. 

Al ll  the algebras in this family are isomorphic and the isomorphism is provided by spec-
trall  flow. The U(l) current can be written in terms of a free scalar boson as 

J(z)J(z) = iVèd<f>{z), (3.20) 

andd a spectral flow operator as 
UUvv =  e~

lVlri<t>_  (3.21) 

Spectrall  flow shifts operators as Ö —* U^OU'1 and on states as | ) —  Uv\ ). It changes the 
boundaryy conditions of the fermionic currents, but not the structure of the algebra. 

Thee representations of the differently moded algebras look different as spectral flow 
shiftss the £7(1) charge and conformal weight. Of special interest are chiral and antichiral 
statess [21]. These are states annihilated by G+1/2 and GZ1/2 respectively. Among these 
statess the primary states, annihilated by all positive modes, take a special place. The confor-
mall  weight h and the J0 charge q of chiral (antichiral) primaries are h = q/2 (h = —q/2), 
whichh saturate the bound 2h > \q\ that holds for any state, from unitarity. In a non-
degeneratee unitary conformal field theory (so the spectrum of L o is discrete) the number 
off  chiral primary fields is finite as their weights satisfy h < c/2. There is a unique chiral 
primaryy which saturates this bound. 

Thee operator algebra of chiral primary fields is special, as there are no singularities to 
subtract,, (x4>)(z) = lim </>(z')x(z). Because of additivity of the U(l) charge, for chiral 

z'—*z z'—*z 
primaryy fields it holds that hX(f, = (qx + <?</>)/2 = hx + h^. The general form of the 
operatorr product is (p(z)x(z') = J2^(z ~ 2')/ l*~ / l* - / l*  Tp(z). Note that the product of two 
chirall  (primaries) is again chiral, but not necessarily primary. Non-primary terms vanish as 
z'z' —t z while primary terms occur with finite coefficients. So operator product induces the 
structuree of a finite commutative nilpotent ring on chiral primary states. This chiral ring can 
alsoo be thought of as the operator algebra of general chiral states, modulo the equivalence 
relationn that sets descendant states to zero. Of course a similar argumentation goes through 
forr antichiral states. Having a holomorphic and an antiholomorphic part of the algebra, 
theree are thus four rings (c, c), (a, c) and by conjugation (a, a) and (c, a). 

Spectrall  flow | ) —  Uv\ ) changes the U{\) charge and conformal weight 

QQ -» Qn = q - crj 

cc (3-22) 
hh —> hv = h-qrj+ -rj 

Byy spectral flow of half a unit a chiral primary state | }  MS can be mapped to a Ramond 
groundd state | ) R = Ui/2 \ }NS, and flowing yet another half a unit, to an antichiral primary. 
Thee conformal weight and U(l) charge of states connected by spectral flow varies: 

Ui/2Ui/2 : \q,h)NS = \Q,Q/2)NS-+\Q-c/2,c/8)R->\-Q,Q/2}NS. 
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Itt is possible to apply spectral flow to the holomorphic and the anti-holomorphic sectors 
separately.. Flowing by the same amount in both sectors the difference of U(l) charges 
qq - q is unchanged. The (c, c) primary states and the Ramond-Ramond ground states are 
relatedd by symmetric spectral flow. The 17(1) character of the Ramond ground states and 
thee (c, c) states are related 

Tr f ii [tJHJo]  \G  = (tt)-è/2rftNS [tJotl0]  |(C)C) = (tt)-^2P(t,t). (3.23) 

Thee Poincaré polynomial P(t, t) = £ bPiQtptq encodes the degeneracies bPtq of (c, c) pri-
mariess with U(l) charge (j>,q). From P(i, t) one can also read off the Witten index, to 
whichh only Ramond ground states contribute, 

T r ( -1 )FF = TrR U-iyo-JoqL0-c/s^L0-c/8 

==   ̂ ein(qk^k) = P(ei 7 r ,e_ i7 r). 
ke(c,c) ke(c,c) 

(3.24) ) 

InIn case all C/(l) charges are integral, P(t,t) looks like the Poincaré polynomial of the 
Dolbeaultt cohomology ring of a complex manifold with Hodge numbers bPyq. When all 
chargess are integral then in particular c = d is an integer, as there is a unique state with 
qq = c in any M = (2,2) model. Then spectral flow in the holomorphic sector relates 
(NS,(NS, NS) and (R, NS) states and furthermore, with integral charges it is possible to define 
(-1)(-1)FLFL = einJo and {-1)FR = e~iirl ° to make a GSO projection. Such models can be 
usedused as factors in a supersymmetric string 'compactification', also if the model has no direct 
geometricc interpretation. 

Thee invariance of Ramond ground states under charge conjugation implies 

P{t,t)P{t,t) = (ttfP{l{tMt).  (3.25) 

Inn terms of the coefficients this says 6P)9 = be-P,c-q, which looks like Poincaré duality for 
aa d dimensional complex manifold. 

Thee connection between supersymmetric ground states and cohomology classes is very 
general.. Because of the relations {Q, Q] = 0 and {Q, Q^} = 2H, supersymmetric ground 
statess are representatives of the cohomology classes of the supercharge. In supersymmetric 
sigmaa models, the ground states necessarily must have zero momentum [57]. It suffices to 
considerr quantize only those modes which do not depend to the spatial coordinate, so the 
supersymmetricc ground states are determined from supersymmetric quantum mechanics. 

Forr a Af = (2,2) sigma model the target space is Kahler and the Lagrangian restricted 
too the constant modes, written out in component fields is [59] 

JtfOK&i&i)JtfOK&i&i)  = 9i3<j>i4>j  + igi3 U
JDtr+^D tipA + Rfjk-$i>k^\ (3.26) 
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Soo the bosonic components <j>i  and <fc are coordinates on the target manifold (pulled back 
too the worldline). The supercharges are 

QQ++  = 9i3¥4J 
__ , (3.27) 

andd their conjugates. 
Noww these constant1 modes can be canonically quantized. The fermions become cre-

ationn and annihilation operators, 

11 _ / (3.28) 

Itt is natural to map these anticommuting objects with cotangent space indices to differential 
formss on the target manifold, tp ~ d<j> 1 and ip ~ d 0\ The adjoint operators are identified 
withh the dual vectors, ^ ~ g^&j, $ ~ g^dit where di = d/dfi and dj = d/d*. The 
superchargess are 

QQ++  = ^7T i , 

__ -j (3.29) 

QQ++ =1p=1p 7Tj, 

Q_Q_ = 1pj7Tj. 

Heree ^ is the momentum canonically conjugate to <f>  j . In the field theory this can be thought 
off  as the functional derivative S/Sfc. Restricted to the constant modes, this reduces to the 
ordinaryy partial derivatives di and dj. The supercharges can be related to the Dolbeault 
operatorss and their adjoints, 

__ -r (3.30) 
QQ++  ~ d<̂  o dj. 

Soo the Ramond ground states of a Calabi-Yau sigma model correspond to harmonic forms 
onn the Calabi-Yau. By spectral flow these can be mapped to (c, c) or (a, c) primaries. 

InIn the following sections, various different constructions of M = (2,2) conformal mod-
elss are briefly reviewed, most notably Landau-Ginzburg models and coset eft's. There exist 
suchh models at c = d e Z, which have been used in numerous ways as supersymmetric 
stringg compactifications, of the form C{c = d) x M 1 , 9 _ 2d to leave a Minkowski factor 

'Off  course 'constant' means 'no dependence on the spatial coordinate'. 
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MMl,9l,9~~2d2d.. In the next chapter we will consider c e Z models which describe either non-
compactt 'decompactification' limits, or 'throat' geometries. Such models are constructed 
outt of the conformal field theories discussed in the following section, but at non-integer 
valuesvalues of c, combined with the Euclidean black hole eft, or a Liouvill e model, to obtain 
Ctotall  € Z. 

3.33 INFRARE D LIMIT S OF NONCONFORMA L 

FIEL DD THEORIE S 

3.3.11 LANDAU-GINZBURG MODELS 

InIn this section M = (2,2) superconformal field theories wil l be discussed, which arise 
ass infrared fixed points of the renormalization group flow of nonconformal M = (2,2) 
supersymmetricc quantum field theories. Consider a 2d M = (2,2) quantum field theory of 
aa set of chiral superfields. Its Lagrangian contains a D-term 

jdjd22xx Jd*0K(*i,*i), 

wheree K can be interpreted as a Kahler potential for a nonlinear sigma model. In addition 
thee Lagrangian can also contain an F-term 

ii  fd2x (jd2dW{^i)+c.c\ 

wheree the superpotential W is a holomorphic function of the $ ;, or viewing the $i as 
coordinatess on the target space of a sigma model, W is a holomorphic function on the target 
space.. In general such a theory does not have conformal invariance, but renormalization 
groupp flow to the infrared gives some, possibly trivial, scale invariant, and hence in 2d 
conformallyy invariant, fixed point. 

Forr Landau-Ginzburg models of the above form it is believed that any weighted homo-
geneouss superpotential, up to analytic field redefinitions, corresponds to a unique conformal 
fixedfixed point. Due to N = (2,2) supersymmetry, the D-terms do not enter in the renormalized 
F-terms.. A way to convince oneself of this statement goes as follows. One may promote the 
couplingss in the D-term to twisted chiral fields that are much heavier than the mass scale 
off  interest. Effectively these are frozen out and act as nothing but parameters. But twisted 
chiralss can not appear in the F-term. On the other hand, the parameters in the superpotential 
mayy be thought of as frozen out chiral superfields. The supersymmetry does not preclude 
thesee fields to enter in the D-term, and hence, they may alter the form of the D-term at low 
energies. energies. 

Forr a general superpotential which is not weighted homogeneous, the axial R-symmetry 
iss broken. Consider the couplings in front of the various terms of different scaling weight 
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ass heavy fields, with the right axial R-charges so as to render the superpotential weighted 
homogeneous.. As a consequence of the supersymmetry, the F-terms are not renormal-
ized,, whereas the superpotential receives only wavefunction renormalization. So under a 
rescalingg of coordinates, z —> Xz and 0 —> A - 1/2# all the chiral superfields, including the 
couplings,, are rescaled by some factor $i — A"^^ , such that W —> XW. Consider, for 
concreteness,, a superpotential 

W=gW=gnnQQnn+g+gn+ln+l QQn+1n+1. . 

Lett <£> — A1/"*!?, then gn does not rescale, while gn+i —  X~1^ngn+i. In the infrared limit 
AA — oo the effective coupling of the term gn+i$n+1 vanishes and only the coefficients 
multiplyingg terms with the lowest scaling weight survive. 

Thee idea is that conformal fixed points are uniquely labeled by weighted homogeneous 
superpotentials,, up to analytic field redefinitions. A suitable D-term is renormalized along 
thee RG flow in a way dictated by the superpotential, so as to get a conformally invariant 
theoryy at the endpoint of the flow. Often as a starting point the D-term corresponding to a 
sigmaa model on flat Cn + 2 is taken. 

Thee M = (2,2) supersymmetry is enhanced to a superconformal symmetry. Under a 
2d2d rescaling the chiral superfields scale as $j —  XWi$i and the superpotential is weighted 
homogeneous, , 

W(A W 1$1, . . .,, \u"* m) = AW(* ! , . . . , * m ) . (3.31) 

Butt this scaling of the fields precisely says that their anomalous dimension, their scaling 
weight,, is wl. As the scaling weight satisfies A = h + h the conformal dimension of a field 
®i®i  is 

Usingg generic properties of superconformal symmetry and unitarity it is also possible to 
findfind the central charge of the conformal field theory corresponding to (3.31) [20]. The ex-
pressionn for the central charge is given in (3.35). This expression is obtained consideration 
off  the (c, c) ring, and more particularly, the element with largest U(l) charge in this ring, 
ass wil l be done now. 

Thee fields &i  have conformal weight h and axial charge qA related as q  ̂ = 2h = W{. 
Thiss is the proportionality possessed by a chiral primary field. Furthermore, the derivatives 
off  the superpotential dW/d$i are proportional to some superderivatives acting on combi-
nationss of the chiral and antichiral primaries.In eft terminology, combinations of $ i 's and 
$-,, 's that contain a factor dW/d^i are descendant fields. The chiral primary ring of the con-
formall  field theory is then obtained as quotient ring of complex polynomials in the fields $ i 
moduloo the ideal generated by the partial derivatives of the superpotential, dW/d&f. 

Anyy fields appearing as <&2 is the superpotential, do not change the (c, c) ring. 
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Thee degeneracies of £7(1) y charges of the (c, c) ring are encoded in the Poincaré poly-
nomial.. This is computed in terms of the weights of W [20]. Conventionally the scaling 
propertiess of W are characterized by the (positive) integers a,i = Wi-dt such that the greatest 
commonn denominator of all a i's equals one, so that 

W(XW(Xaa
lXllXl,...,,..., A > m ) = XdW{Xl,...,xm). 

Thenn the Poincaré polynomial is2 

i = i i 

Theree is a unique (c, c) primary state of weight h = h = 0 and a unique one of highest 
conformall  weight, which has h/2 = h/2 = q = c. From inspection of the (c, c) ring it 
followss that the central charge is 

m m 

c = £ ( l - 2 « ; i ) ,, (3.35) 
»=i i 

wheree Wi = cn/d. The dimension of the chiral ring is also easily found from the Poincaré 
polynomial,, as 

HH = P(t = 1,1 = 1) = f\ (— - l V (3.36) s(=-) ) 
Havingg started from a field theory with (twisted) chiral superfields, at the infrared fixed 

pointt a theory lies with a non-trivial (c, c) ring and a trivial (a, c) ring (or vice versa). The 
holomorphicc and antiholomorphic 17(1) charges satisfy q — q = 0 (or q + q — 0 for twisted 
chirals).. The C/(l) charges of states are generally multiples of 1/d and thus not necessarily 
integer.. In particular, the top (c, c) primary state has q — c, which is generically not an 
integer,, see (3.35). 

Itt is possible to project out states of non-integer q by an orbifold construction [49], for 
whichh it is important that q — q^TL. This last property ensures that a projection on integer 
left-- and right-moving £/(l) charges can be achieved by a left-moving operator alone. More 
too the point, one should orbifold by the action of 

jj  = e2niJo ( 3 3 7 ) 

Denotee by J the cyclic group generated by j . The J-orbifold projects out (c, c) states with 
qq £ Z but one also needs to add all j-twisted sectors and project onto j-invariant states in 
eachh of these sectors as well. 

2Thee Poincaré polynomial in 3.34 is slightly different from the definition in 3.2. Really in 3.34 is written 

P{tP{tdd,, t ). In 3.34 the term (ti)qd corresponds to (c, c) primaries of charge q —~q. 
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Suchh an orbifold projection can get rid of some (c, c) states and add extra (a, c) states. 
Iff  the central charge c € Z the physical states in the orbifold model all have integer £7(1) 
charges.. Such a model, W/J with c e Z satisfies the requirements for a spacetime super-
symmetricc string compactification [50,49]. 

Thee action of j has an interpretation in terms of the superpotential. It is the Z^ c C* 
partt of the weighted homogeneous scalings which leave the superpotential invariant: 

jj  : W($1,... m̂)^W(e2^$ll...,e
2* i^$m) = W($1,...,$rn). (3.38) 

Itt is clear that any weighted homogeneous polynomial has such a symmetry, irrespective 
off  whether c E Z. Actually, any superpotential that is the sum of k separate weighted 
homogeneouss pieces of weighted degree d, with appropriate charge assignments to the chiral 
fields,fields, possesses k such cyclic symmetries. It can be regarded as the tensor product of A; 
separatee conformal field theories, each with their own ji, 1 < £ < k. Each factor theory is a 
superconformall  model by itself and hence admits a separate J-orbifolding. The projection 
ontoo integral charges is achieved by acting with the operator in the tensor product model 

jj  tot = <S>jt-
Lett us consider a simple example of a superpotential, 

WW = <j>fc+2. 

Thee corresponding Poincaré polynomial is 

P(M)) = £ ( « ) '

Theree is one (c, c) primary at each U(l) charge q = C/(k + 2) for 0 < i < k. The (a, c) 
ringring is trivial, it consists of the vacuum only. The central charge is 

2 2 

Theree is a unique conformal field theory with these properties and it can be constructed 
inn different ways. One way is as the fc-th J\f = (2,2) minimal model based on the A-
typee modular invariant [51]. With the explicit modular invariant partition function of the 
model,, one can construct the j-orbifold. Only the vacuum of the original model survives 
thee j-projection. There are k + 1 twisted sectors, and from each but one a single state 
survivess the orbifold projection [49]. The states surviving in the orbifold model have £7(1) 
chargess (—q, q = q), whereas the states in the unorbifolded model have {q,q = q). In other 
words,, the orbifolded model looks like the original unorbifolded Landau-Ginzburg model 
withh a twisted chiral field instead of a chiral field (up to an overall minus sign). But the two 
possibilitiess in the overall choice of taking chiral superfields or twisted chiral superfields 
aree related by the Z2 automorphism of the super(-conformal-)algebra(3.1). 
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Thee example treated above is perhaps the simplest case that illustrates an isomorphism 
betweenn somewhat different looking conformal field theories (here related by the j-orbifold) 
whichh are related by the Z2 automorphism of the superconformal algebra (3.1), which is 
knownn as the minor automorphism. In the context of the defining Landau-Ginzburg models 
thee isomorphism in this case amounts to exchanging all chiral superfields for twisted chiral 
superfields. . 

3.3.22 PHASES OF A GAUGED LINEA R SIGM A MODE L 

Att this point, there is no apparent geometric interpretation of the isomorphism of conformal 
fieldd theories as seen in Landau-Ginzburg models of the preceding section. In order to 
gett at such an interpretation, we shall proceed to discuss a beautiful connection between 
Landau-Ginzburgg models and nonlinear sigma models [18], which do have a quite direct 
geometricc interpretation. Both the Landau-Ginzburg model, or more accurately, the W/J 
Landau-Ginzburgg orbifold, and the nonlinear sigma model arise as deep infrared limits of 
certainn supersymmetric Abelian gauge theories, in opposite regions of the value of an order 
parameter:: the Fayet-Iliopoulos parameter. This parameter is a modulus and labels a family 
off  conformal field theories, some of which have a geometric interpretation. 

Thee U(l)r gauged linear sigma model of section 3.1 has the parameter t = r — iO in 
frontfront of the twisted F-term in the classical Lagrangian. The auxiliary component field D of 
aa C/(l) gauge field appears in the Lagrangian as 

wheree r is the 'bare' Fayet-Iliopoulos parameter. Integrating out the high frequency modes 
off  the (pi in a range fi <\k\ < HQ, one finds 

HO HO 

<i*i')= ftt ƒ d\2 + | g; 2+ , 
l * l = M M 

wheree a denotes the expectation value a = (a) of the scalar field that is the bottom compo-
nentt of the field strength (twisted chiral) superfield U, as in (3.13). Consequently 

< ^ > ~ -- + >og(£)|> 

Unlesss J^Qi = 0, the physical Fayet-Iliopoulos must be specified at some scale /io, to 
bee r(no) and the effective FI-parameter runs with the energy scale as r((i) = r(/io) + 
^2(qi)^2(qi) \og(n/no). The RG flow is specified by the dynamically generated scale A according 
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to o 

r{p)r{p)  --

Fromm the opposite viewpoint, the classical value ro of the Fayet-Iliopoulos parameter in a 
quantumm theory depends on the dynamical scale and the ultraviolet cut-off as 

r„=(£>)log(^f).. 0.39) 

Iff  H Qi ¥" 0, the fermionic components of the charged chiral superfields induce an 
anomalyy under axial R-transformations. Under an axial rotation by eia the #-angle is shifted 
byy 9 \—> 9 — 2a J2 Qi = & + 27a, which breaks the axial R-symmetry to Z27. The value of 
rr at any scale is determined from the dynamical scale. Once A is specified, r(p) is fixed. 

Whenn the sum of charges of each f/(l ) c U(l)r vanishes, the axial symmetry is pre-
served.. Also, the Fayet-Iliopoulos term is a genuine parameter of the quantum theory. In 
otherr words, this parameter labels an entire family of theories. In the infrared it is a modulus 
labelingg a family of conformal field theories. 

Considerr the infrared limit of such a model. For the sake of simplicity, take the gauge 
groupp to be just t / ( l ) and take m = n + 1 chiral superfields $; of gauge charge one 
andd one chiral superfield P of gauge charge q = —n — 1, such that the Fayet-Iliopoulos 
parameterr does really parametrize a family of quantum theories. Also add a gauge invariant 
superpotentiall  W — aP n + 1), which can be switched off by setting a = 0. 
Alsoo let F = dF = 0 have a solution only at the origin, $i — 0 Vi. In this case the scalar 
potentiall  reads 

Fromm kinetic and FI-term 
- *

UU = \a\2 ( (n + 1)2M 2 + ] T |<Mfe ) + f ( - r - (n + l)|p|2 + g \<j> k 

Fromm F-term (i.e. from superpotential) 

Considerr the infrared limit, while taking the gauge coupling e — 00, which has the 
effectt that the gauge field is non-dynamical. The only effect of the gauge symmetry is that 
itt identifies different values of the chiral superfields. For the moment, switch off the F-
term,, that is to say, set the superpotential to zero, so the second line of (3.40) disappears. 
Iff  r » 0, the vacuum manifold consists of points £) \<j>i\ 2 — r + \p\2, modulo the U(l) 
symmetry.. This is the total space of 0(-n — 1) — Pn . The FI-parameter r sets the size of 
thee base space. If r <§; 0, the vacuum manifold consists of |p|2 = \r\ + J2 I0i|2> U Pt 0 gauge 
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transformations.. By a gauge transformation one can align p along the positive real axis. 
Thiss completely fixes p, but there is a group Z n + i C U(l) of gauge transformations which 
doo this. These act nontrivially on the <f>i's.  The vacuum manifold is thus Cn + 1/ ^n+ i-

Noww we switch on the F-term. For r » 0 the coordinate on the line bundle is completely 
fixedfixed to p = 0 and the homogeneous coordinates <fo of Pn satisfy F(<t>\,. .., <t> n+\)  = 0-
Ass the degree of F is n + 1 this is a Calabi-Yau hypersurface. For r «C 0 all <j>i  coordinates 
onn Cn + 1/ ^n+i are forced in the origin. As p  ̂ 0 there is however a homogeneous super-
potentiall  for the $i. There is no target space, but the eft is described as a Landau-Ginzburg 
orbifold. . 

Generalizingg this example, linear sigma models connect projective hypersurfaces 
F _ 11 (0) in a weighted projective space and Landau-Ginzburg orbifolds (W = F)/J. Using 
U(l)U(l) rr gauge groups, this connection extends to complete intersections in toric manifolds 
[18].. There are some important points to note, regarding this connection. 

Firstt of all, the sum of the gauge charges of each £7(1) should vanish, so that it makes 
sensee to talk about different values of r in the quantum gauge theory. Secondly, conformal 
modelss corresponding to positive and negative values of r are part of a single moduli space 
off  conformal field theories. In order to show this, one should not pass through the singular 
pointt r = 0. Fortunately, one can move around this point in the ultraviolet, using the 6-
angle,, which is part of the same single complex parameter [18]. 

Finally,, for now, as long as there is no F-term, the above analysis applies to situations 
wheree m chiral fields have positive gauge charges qi and n have negative charges cjj, as long 
ass the sum of all charges vanishes. The corresponding vacuum manifolds are 

©0(-|ftl)->Pfel,...,9m] ] 
3 3 

and d 
0 O H / i ) - >> P[|$l|,...,|?n|] 

i i 

Butt with a F-term, the situation can become more complicated. Yet, one might like to add 
suchh an F-term, hoping to describe a hypersurface in affine complex space, or an orbifold 
thereof. . 

WORLDSHEETT MODEL S FOR SUPERSYMMETRIC CONES 

Thee supersymmetric cones of chapter 2 can be regarded as hypersurfaces in affine C n +1 or 
ass line bundles over projective varieties of positive first Chern class. The coordinate on such 
aa line bundle is the scalar component of a chiral superfield 3>o of negative charge. 

Considerr a polynomial which defines a Fano subvariety in an appropriate weighted pro-
jectivee space, 

F (A a ix i , . . .,, \amxm) = XdF(x1}..., xm). (3.41) 
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Chirall  superfield $i 

$ 1 , . . . , $4 4 

* - i i 

$o o 

U(l)U(l)  charge a* 

ÜiÜi  = 1 

a_ii  = - 3 
a00 = - 1 

Tablee 3.1: Charge assignments for cubic cone in C4. 

Iff  F 1 (0) is Fano, the weights need to satisfy 

m m 

d<^2ad<^2att = A. (3.42) 

Thee total space of a Calabi-Yau line bundle over the Fano variety is given by the affine 
hypersurfacee F_ 1(0) C Cm. In the remainder of this section, a variation on the linear 
sigmaa models will be discussed. This variation can, in the infrared, be viewed as a nonlinear 
sigmaa model on a hypersurface in Ö (d - A) —> F[ai,..., an+2\. This line bundle has an 
affinee coordinate patch which looks like Cn + 2, or actually Cn+2/Zd-A- Therefore, such 
modell  can be useful to describe supersymmetric affine hypersurfaces. 

Thee advantage of having an ultraviolet theory, is that it may unify conformal field theo-
riesries at different points in moduli space, depending on the particular value of certain expecta-
tionn values. For example, in Witten 's gauged linear sigma model [18] this expectation value 
iss the Fayet-Iliopoulos parameter and theta angle, which can be viewed as an expectation 
valuee of a spurious twisted chiral superfield. The value of the Fayet-Iliopoulos parameter 
determiness which chiral superfields acquire an expectation value in the infrared, and if the 
loww energy conformal field theory is in a sigma model 'phase' or Landau-Ginzburg 'phase'. 

Forr the variation discussed below, the situation is slightly different. First we present a 
descriptionn as close as possible to the Witten-type linear sigma model. This description will 
hopefullyy be useful to introduce the model. In this model a Fayet-Iliopoulos parameter plays 
aa röle similar to that in Witten 's discussion. However, there are some disturbing differences. 
Itt turns out that our first description is not correct, and it is better to consider a second, more 
accuratee formulation. This is presented at the end of this section, and it wil l be used in the 
T-dualitiess in chapter 4. 

Considerr an affine hypersurface, defined as the zero locus of a weighted homogeneous 
polynomiall  F(xll..., xn+2). How to construct a linear sigma model description? The 
coordinatess Xi become chiral superfields of charge a,. In addition there are two more chiral 
superfields,, <I>_i of charge ~d and $0 of charge —{A — d). In all,, a sigma model with such 
chargee assignment has no axial anomaly. 

Forr definiteness and simplicity, consider a specific example. Take a linear sigma model 
withh 4 + 2 chiral superfields with 17(1) charges as specified in table 3.1. The scalar potential 
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duee to the D-term reads 
4 4 

UUDD = -r- 3|0_!|2 - |0o|2 + Y, N 2 - <3-43> 
i = l l 

Iff  there were no F-term, the vacuum manifold M D would be 

MMDD = [Ö{-Z)®Ö(-1)]->F 3, 

iff  r » 0 and 
4 4 

M DD = 0 < ? ( - ! ) - P [ l , 3 ], 

iff  r <C 0. But adding a term with superpotential 

^^ = ^ _ 1 ( ^ ö 3 + ^ $ n , (3.44) 
i = i i 

Thee vacuum manifold is reduced by the additional constraint that UF = 0, where 

tftfFF = 

4 4 
3 3 A^oA^o  3 + 5Z ̂ : 

t = l l 

++ 9 | 0 - i |2 ( | 0 o r8 + £ | & | 4 ) . (3-45) 
i = l l 

InIn case r > 0, (3.45) sets (4>-i) = 0, so that there is no effective superpotential. That 
meanss that MD is reduced to the tautological line bundle of P3. The remaining restriction 
fromm 3.45 reduces the vacuum manifold to a hypersurface in this space. In terms of 'inhomo-
geneous'' coordinates <fo = <f>o(f>i,  the vacuum manifold of the theory with the superpotential 
is s 

4 4 

MMFF = {Y,4>Ï+» = 0}CC4 ( r » 0 ). (3.46) 
i = l l 

Thee singular variety is approached as |/J| — 0. 
Whenn r <C 0, the situation is more complicated than in the cases of [ 18]. The condition 

UDUD = 0 implies that <^_i and <fo cannot both vanish simultaneously. From Up = 0 it 
followss that either 0_i = 0 or l/<£0 = 0. This means that of the base manifold P[l, 3] only 
aa dimension zero subspace is left over. Clearly, if the latter condition is satisfied, 4> o is not 
aa good variable and one should find a more justifiable interpretation. This will be left for 
later.. For now, consider the situation in the present variables. 

Define e 
pp=-r-\d>=-r-\d> 00\\

22.. (3.47) 
Thenn the condition Up = 0 is expressed as 

4 4 

3|0_i|22 = p + £ > i | 2 . (3.48) 
i=l i=l 
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Iff  p < 0, then UF = 0 requires that 0_i = 0. So there is no effective superpotential. 
Usingg UD = 0 and the gauge symmetry one can fix 

' oo  = 
\ \ 

4 4 

\r\ \r\ ++ £ |&|2=C- 1. (3.49) 

Thiss fixes the gauge completely. Finally Up = 0 says 

4 4 

5 > ?? + M€3 = 0. (3.50) 

Iff  — r » 1, then e « 0 and the vacuum manifold looks like a slightly deformed hypersurface 
singularity,, as in the r < 0 case. If r « 0, then the analysis of [18] is unjustified in this 
case. . 

Iff  p = 0, then t /F = 0 implies that 0_i = ^ = <£2 = 03 = <f> A = 0. There is no 
superpotential,, the gauge symmetry is unbroken and the 'bad' variable 0 o is pushed out to 
infinity.. This can only be consistent when r — -oo. 

Thee case l/<f> 0 = 0 may seem strange. The field 0O is pushed out to infinity in the 
extremee infrared. This is not entirely unlike the Liouvill e theory. The Liouvill e interaction 
e~e~YY prevents low energy excitation from propagating to small values of Y. In chapter 4 this 
wil ll  be put into perspective. Note that if e~Y has a definite U{\) charge, then shifts of the 
imaginaryy part of Y are gauged. The kinetic term of such a field looks something like 

L\h L\h ==  fd46-(Y + Y + V)2. (3.51) 

Whenn p > 0, then (4>-i) ^ 0, so there is an effective superpotential. From UF = 0 it 
followss that 4>i = ... = fa = 0. Again 0o is pushed out to infinity and r —> — oo. The U(l) 
gaugee invariance can be partly fixed by setting (<f>-i)  e R>0. This leaves a Z3 subgroup 
actingg on <£0 and the other <J>j. The resulting theory is a Landau-Ginzburg orbifold, 

WoWo + WF 

Where e 

(3-52) ) 

W>> = y/pjs ($? + $2 + $3 + $1), (3.53) 

Andd Wo is written in 'bad' variables, 

WW00 = \Zp/S%3. (3.54) 

Thiss example generalizes to models with a gauge invariant superpotential 

- d d 
.. A-d WW = $_! [H$td +Fd(* 1,...,$r 
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wheree Fd is a weighted homogeneous polynomial of weighted degree d. The sum of the 
weightss of its arguments is A = £] ai > d. In the r » 0 phase, the vacuum manifold is 
aa hypersurface in O {-{A - d)) — P [a i , . . ., am]. This can also be regarded as an affine 
hypersurfacee Fd

_1 (-/x) in Cm, quotiented by Z r C £7(1) that remains unfixed by the gauge 
conditionn <f> 0 e R>o- The order of Z r depends on the relative divisibility of the gauge 
charges,, r < (A - d). For r <C 0 the same geometry appears when (0_i) = 0. There is a 
Landau-Ginzburgorbifoldd regime as r — -ooand^>0 —* oo such that p = \r\—(A-d)\4>o\2 

iss a positive finite number: 

WW = $*-d ++ Fd ( $ i , . . . , $m ) 

^ d d 
(3.55) ) 

Wheree Zd acts as the j-orbifold of section 3.3.1. Also, not apparent in the above notation, 
theree is a background charge for the field log $o. 

Thee discussion above should have raised some eyebrows. Essentially, we should treat 
thee field $o differently, as this is the cause of the problems. Actually, perhaps a clearer 
picturee of the above type of theory is presented by really treating $ 0 as e*, where * is a 
'shift-gauged'' chiral superfield (4.72), the periodicity of ^ being 

^^ ~ # + 2m. (3.56) ) 

Andd take a kinetic term typical of such a 'shift-gauged' field. To be explicit, consider the 
Lagrangian n 

(H/(H/  + V + V) + |$_i|2e-dV + ^2 l**l 2ea 

++ ƒ d2e $_! [^ e-
rf*/i a°i + F($!, . . . ,$n + 2)] + C.C 

i v v 

(3.57) ) 

Heree F is a transverse weighted homogeneous polynomial of weighted degree d, the weights 
off  the <&i are a*, and 

n+2 2 
aoo = d - Ylai < °- (3-58) 

t = i i 

Theree is no explicit Fayet-Iliopoulos term, since it can be absorbed in \I> and the coefficient 
fi.fi. A change of the Fayet-Iliopoulos parameter r —  r + Sr is effected by a shift 

** ^ty -
|ao|<5r r 

/ ii  —>//e 
—<5r r 

(3.59) ) 
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Thee different kinetic term results in a different scalar potential U = UD + Up, 

UUDD = — R e i>  - d|<£_i|2 + Yl ai\<f>i\ 2, 

UUFF = | / ie-^/ la° l + F ( f c , . . ., 4>n+2) |
2 (3.60) 

( (( , v 2 n +2 OFF 2> 

Ö& & 

Perhapss the most notable difference, compared to (3.43), is that the real part of V> appears in 
UD,UD, much like a Fayet-Iliopoulos parameter. The vacuum structure of the model depends 
onn the sign of Re ip. 

Iff  Re ij) < 0 the situation resembles the r > 0 case. Some of the 4>i acquire an expec-
tationn value. Consequently (0 - i) = 0, which in turn means there is no effective super-
potential,, but the fields 4> and fa obey a relation that ensures the top line of UF in (3.60) 
vanishes.. This relation is satisfied on F " 1 (—fjt) in affine Cn + 2. This affine space describes 
O(ao)O(ao)  P [a i , . . ., an+2\, with 'inhomogeneous coordinates' f. = ^ e0 * ^ ' 0 0 ' . 

Onn the other hand, one could have (<f>-\)  ^ 0. In that case all other <pi must have a 
vanishingg expectation value, in order to minimize UF- This in turn means that Re ift > 0. 
Actually,, to really set UF = 0, the potential for ip pushes Re V> out all the way to infinity. 
Inn this case, \I> is somewhat of an awkward variable. The U(l) gauge symmetry can be 
usedd to transform (</>-i), to that it lies along the positive real axis. This gauge condition is 
preservedd by a %d subgroup. So the effective model is a Z<* orbifold of a 'Landau-Ginzburg' 
model,, with superpotential W = Wo + WF-

Thee latter part of the superpotential is simply the weighted homogeneous polynomial 

F ( * i , . . . , * n + 2 ) . . 

Thee former part can be written as 

WoWo = fie-*, (3.61) 

,, i l l T V i o rwar " i r tH i r * i t \ 7 f\ 

Kl l 
wheree \I> = r^ r * . The periodicity of \I> thus is 2irid/\a0\. The kinetic term of * then 
becomes s 

2 2 

-ƒL k i n = /d^ a° l l 
* * 

2d 2d 

Thesee terms are characteristic of a Liouvill e theoryy [26], with central charge 

(3.62) ) 

c=lc=l  + -£— (3.63) 

ass its infrared fixed point. The Liouvill e theory also has a linear dilaton, which is not 
apparentt in the way the Lagrangian is characterized above. The slope of the linear dilaton 
iss proportional to — d/\ao\. 
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3.44 COSET MODEL S 

InIn addition to the sigma models and Landau-Ginzburg models, there are other ways to con-
structt M = (2,2) superconformal models. In some instances apparently very different 
constructionss may describe the same conformal field theory. This equivalence of descrip-
tionss is established most rigorously for c < 1 models, where the superconformal algebra 
constrainss the models most. The conformal field theories in this range are constructed ab-
stractlyy as minimal models, but also as LG-models and as supersymmetric versions of GKO 
cosett models, which may have a target space interpretation, to some extent, as gauged WZW 
models. . 

Moree M = (2,2) models, with c > 1, can be constructed as G/H cosets of Af = 1 
conformall  field theories. A clear discussion of the properties of general coset models with 
JVV = (2,2) superconformal symmetry is found in [45, 55]. A particular subclass of M = 
(2,2)) coset models is made up of the Kazama-Suzuki models [42, 43]. In these models the 
cosett manifoldd G/H is a Hermitean symmetric space (HSS). To construct a coset conformal 
fieldd theory, the levels of the Kac-Moody algebras of the various factors must be specified. 
Startingg with a bosonic model based on g\.\ the numerator of the Kazama-Suzuki (KS) 
modell  is based on the reductive subalgebra hag. The HSS condition in particular means 
thatt the rank of g equals the rank of h. Furthermore, using the Killin g form on g, write 
gg = h © t. The HSS condition says that t must decompose as t = t+ © £_ into two 
separatelyy closed Lie algebras of equal dimension, and the Killin g form restricted to either 
subspacee must vanish. 

Writee h = 0 i hi © w(l)m and dim g — dim h = 2d. The levels of the hi factors are 
determinedd by the level kofgk and the embedding of h C g as 

k{hk{hii)=I)=I ii(k(k + g)<)-hy, (3.64) 

wheree gv and hY are the dual Coxeter numbers of the respective algebras and Ii is the 
Dynkinn index of the embedding3. 

Inn addition to the bosonic factors above, there are fermions in the superconformal coset. 
Thesee form a so(2d) i theory and can be taken as d complex free fermions, ip a. The index a 
cann be viewed as a cotangent index in T*{G/H), parametrizing a basis of t+, given by the 
rootss in t+. 

Thee Kazama-Suzuki models have a Lagrangian formulation as gauged WZW models 
[46].. If the level is large, the gauge fields can be integrated out to one-loop to get a justified 
targett space interpretation. The resulting target space generally may have a non-trivial B-
fieldd and a varying dilaton. Thus it looks very different from the Hermitean symmetric space 
G/H,G/H, which is a globally symmetric Kahler manifold. Largely this difference is due to the 
differentt action of H on G, in the symmetric space it acts as g ~ gh and in the gauged 
WZWW model as g ~ h~lgh. The dilaton is a one-loop effect. 

33 The Dynkin index U is the ratio of lengths squared of the highest roots of g and hi C g. h — 
(o(ogg,0,0gg)/(0)/(0ll.e.eii). ). 
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Al ll  states in the Kazama-Suzuki models have R-charges which satisfy q - q 6 Z, like 
Landau-Ginzburgg models. Most cannot admit LG descriptions, as the form of the (c, c) ring 
iss such that it cannot be obtained as a a quotient ring C[xi]/dW(xi). The models based on 
simplyy laced algebras at level k = 1 however, have (c, c) rings which can be reproduced 
byy a Landau-Ginzburg construction [21], i.e. they are of the form C[x i]/dW(xi). Further-
more,, the (c, c) rings of these models are isomorphic to the Dolbeault cohomology rings 
off  the corresponding Hermitean symmetric spaces. This is related to the correspondence 
betweenn Ramond ground states and Dolbeault cohomology classes in the case of nonlinear 
sigmaa models, as mentioned in section 3.2. In the Kazama-Suzuki case, the situation is 
moree involved, and explained in [21]. In the simplest case, simply laced level one models, 
manyy subtleties are inconsequential. In this case the Ramond ground states are found by 
consideringg the Lie algebra cohomology of t +, with coefficients in some representation of 
gg and decomposing this into irreducible representations of h. Each irrep of h corresponds 
too a Ramond ground state in the G^^\jH model. But this is precisely the way to get the 
generatorss of the cohomology of a symmetric space. The number p of such Zwrreps is in-
dependentt of the chosen g— representation (see [21] and references therein). This number 
iss also the dimension of the (c, c) ring, and it is given by the ratio of dimensions of the Weyl 
groups, , 

W(G)\ W(G)\ 

"" ==ww\-ww\- (3,6S) 

Thee vector space H*(G/H) can also be obtained from a particular representation of 
gg [21, 56], The algebra h c g for a Hermitean symmetric space is obtained by delet-
ingg a node4 from the Dynkin diagram of g and replacing it with a w(l). The particular g 
representationn S(i) which gives the (c,c) ring of the level k = 1 simply laced level one 
Kazama-Suzukii  model is obtained by putting a weight k — 1 on this node in the Dynkin 
diagramm of g and zeroes on all others. The Poincaré polynomial is obtained as the character 
off  this g-representation with respect to the U{\) charge corresponding to the element pcH 
off  the Cartan sub-algebra, where pc is one half of the sum of the positive roots of G. 

Ass pointed out in [21], it had been known that the grading of the cohomology ring 
H*{G/H)H*{G/H)  precisely coincides with the grading of the representation S(i) with respect to 
thiss U(l) charge. Similar ^-representations E(fc) with a weight k > 1 at the 'deleted' node, 
withh the same pcH grading, are generally not isomorphic to the (c, c) rings of the Kazama-
Suzukii  models at levels k > 1, nor is the author aware of a geometric cohomological 
interpretationn of these representations. The central charges of the simply laced Kazama-
Suzukii  models and the E^) characters are collected in table 3.2. Yet in some particular 
cases,, the (c, c) rings of k > 1 Kazama-Suzuki models are reproduced. In these cases, 
thee level k > 1 KS models are believed to be isomorphic to level one models based on a 
differentt Hermitean symmetric space. 

44 Deleting several nodes, one can construct Kahler spaces which are also homogeneous, but are not Riemannian 
symmetricc spaces. 
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(G/H)(G/H)k k 

SU(m+n) SU(m+n) 
SU(m)xSU(n)xU(l) SU(m)xSU(n)xU(l) 

SO(n+2) SO(n+2) 
SO(n)xSO(2) SO(n)xSO(2) 

SO(2n) SO(2n) 
SU(n)xU(l) SU(n)xU(l) 

Sp{2n) Sp{2n) 
SU(n)xU{l) SU(n)xU{l) 

EEe e 

SO(lO)xU(l) SO(lO)xU(l) 

EE7 7 

Bext/(1) ) 

cc = c/3 

kmn kmn 
k+m+n k+m+n 

kn kn 
fc+n fc+n 

kn(nkn(n — l) 
2(k+2n-2) 2(k+2n-2) 

k(n+l) k(n+l) 
2(k+n+l) 2(k+n+l) 

16k 16k 
fc+12 fc+12 

27k 27k 
fc+18 fc+18 

tvstvsik)ik)(tty°-(tty°-H H 

.U.UU 1_{tï) .+J-1 

l_ («)« /22 11 l - ( t t ) " 
1=1 1 

y,y,11 i - ( t t ) - - ^ - ) 
111 l - ( t ( ) 2 ( i + J -D 

111 !-(«)*+> 

|44 i - («)d- ' A i-(«)d-^ 

l - ( t t ) 99 .11 l - ( « ) ' 11 1-(«)J 
1=11 j=b 

Tablee 3.2: G/ i/ defining Hermitean symmetric spaces used in Kazama-Suzuki construction of (2,2) 
superconformall  field theories. The integer k denotes the level of the numerator.The number d is the 
denominatorr in the corresponding expression for c. 

Theree are various conjectured isomorphisms between N = (2,2) coset models. Even 
thoughh explicit isomorphisms of the Hubert spaces are lacking, the conjectures hold up to 
testss of varying refinement, such as 

 agreement of central charges 

 identical Poincaré polynomials 

 isomorphic (c, c) rings 

AA look at table 3.2 suggests a possible isomorphism of the Grassmannian KS models 

SU{mSU{m + n)k x SO{2mn)i 

SU(m)SU(m)n+n+kk X SU(n)m+k X £ / ( l )m n(m+n) (m+n+fc) 
(mm <-  k). (3.66) 

Alreadyy in the original construction of these models by Kazama and Suzuki, it was shown 
thatt the form of the supercurrent is compatible with this exchange. It has also been shown 
[21]]  that for SU(m + l)k/SU(m)t with arbitrary k the Poincaré polynomial, as properly 
determinedd by group theoretical considerations, is given by the E  ̂ character of table 3.2 
andd hence coincides with that of the Grassmannian coset at level one 

SU(mSU(m -f- n)i 

SU{m)SU{m) x SU(n) x U(l) 
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Andd a one-to-one map between the primary fields has been constructed [47] for arbitrary 
m,, n, k as long as they have no common divisor, or only a prime common divisor. 

Otherr isomorphisms have also been proposed and tested. In particular 

SO(m)SO(m)k+2k+2 x U(l)4{m+k) 

forr m and fc odd, when the two CFTs are based on the diagonal modular invariant. And 
alsoo the case m even and A: odd, with the right hand theory based on the D type modular 
invariant,, rather than the diagonal one [44]. The latter models thus is not strictly speaking 
aa Kazama-Suzuki model. Moving away even farther from the Kazama-Suzuki case, M = 
(2,2)) coset models have been constructed for which the corresponding coset manifoldd G/H 
nott a globally symmetric space, though still a Kahler manifold, e.g. see [45]. For such 
modelss 'duality' relations have been derived [44], 

Sp{n)Sp{n)kk x SO{4n - 2)fc Sp(k + l ) n_i x SO(4k + 2)n_L 

Sp(nSp(n - l)k+1 x U(l)2(k+n+i)  ~ Sp(k)n x £/(l)2(fc+n+i) 

whichh have central charge c = 2n — 1 - /T O^+ 1 ), and 

Sp{2)Sp{2)2n2n+i+i  x 50(6)1 SO(2n + 5)i x SO{8n + 6)i 

(3.68) ) 

Sp(l)Sp(l)2n2n+2+2 x C/(l)4n+8 SO(2n + 1)5 x SU(2)2n+2 x U(l)4n+8 
(3.69) ) 

Thee Kazama-Suzuki models which are part of a dual pair and also have a Poincaré 
polynomiall  that can be reproduced by a Landau-Ginzburg model are particularly interesting. 
Notablyy such models are 

SU(n+l)SU(n+l)k k 

SU(n)xU(l)' SU(n)xU(l)' 

Notee that the Poincaré polynomial specifies the superpotential only up to marginal defor-
mations.. This relation of KS and LG up to marginal deformations will be used in the next 
chapter. . 
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